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For Immediate Release 
 
New DW® 5MP Universal HD over Coax® Video 
Surveillance Products Now Shipping 
The complete solution includes cameras, recorders and new remote 
management software to bring it all together.  
 

 
DW®’s Complete HD over Coax™ Surveillance Solution 

 

 
Cerritos, CA (June 3, 2019) – DW® Complete Surveillance Solutions, the industry leader 

in digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, 

announces the release of our new 5MP complete Universal HD over Coax® (UHDoC) 

surveillance solution. The new products include 5MP Star-Light Plus™ color in ultra-low-

light UHDoC cameras, VMAX® A1 Plus™ UHDoC digital video recorders (DVR) and C3™ 

CMS, a brand new remote management software for DW’s VMAX® A1 Plus™ DVRs and 

VMAX® IP Plus™ NVRs. The complete solution and individual products are ideal for 

users looking to discover new ROI by utilizing their existing coaxial infrastructure and 

upgrade to HD multi-megapixel resolution image quality. 

 

http://www.digital-watchdog.com/
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5MP Star-Light Plus™ Universal HD over Coax® cameras offer image enhancement 

features such as Star-Light Plus™ ultra-low-light technology for clear color or 

monochromatic images in almost zero light, true WDR and Smart DNR™ 3D digital 

noise reduction. The new cameras come in a variety of housing options, including new 

vandal ball cameras with true 90° field-of-view angles and zero IR distortion. All DW® 

Universal HD over Coax® cameras are engineered to work with our new VMAX® A1 

Plus™ Universal HD over Coax® DVRs to easily get new ROI from existing coaxial 

infrastructure. 

 

A VMAX® A1 Plus™ DVR can record cameras with up to 5MP resolution, including 

1080p video at real-time 30fps. The DVRs simplify camera installation and adjustment 

through Up the Coax (UTC) remote configuration, available with all compatible 

cameras. The DVR’s powerful capabilities are easily managed with an intuitive and 

simple-to-operate User Interface. Unique and dynamic features include P2P 

Pathfinder™ remote connection, camera event group recording, auto channel signal 

swap and live system monitoring. The VMAX® A1 Plus™ DVRs can be controlled 

remotely via a built-in web server, our new powerful and easy-to-use C3™ CMS 

software, DW® mobile apps including the new state-of-the-art DW Mobile Plus™ app 

for iOS® and Android® smartphones or tablets, as well as on Apple TV with the DW Site 

Viewer™ app. The VMAX® A1 Plus™ models are available with up to 20TB of storage.  

 

The C3™ client and event server make up a remote management software suite for 

DW® VMAX® A1 Plus™ and VMAX® IP Plus™ embedded recording solutions. It provides 

users a powerful and easy-to-use new way to monitor a system from anywhere. Full-

featured yet lightweight, the software delivers simultaneous live views and playback of 

recorded video. The C3™ client and versatile event management software support 

hundreds of devices simultaneously. C3™ CMS provides actionable information in real-

time, helping users to make more informative decisions as events happen. 
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“HD video over coaxial infrastructure is one of the fastest growing segments in the 

video surveillance industry,” said Mark Espenschied, Director of Marketing, DW®. “DW® 

makes it easy to breathe new life into that investment in cabling by swapping 

recorders and cameras for an instant HD upgrade. Our development of the C3™ 

software has made it possible for us to offer powerful remote management features at 

no charge for which users would expect to pay a premium.” 

 

To learn more about the new Universal HD over Coax® complete surveillance solution 

and all of DW’s industry-leading video surveillance products, visit us at  

www.digital-watchdog.com.  

 
ABOUT DW 
DW® empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of value-driven 
complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (Universal HD over Coax® / 
hybrid / IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW® products offer 
technologically-advanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 
30fps, Star-Light Plus™ super low light technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. 
Complete IP megapixel surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor 
MEGApix® cameras and edge recording systems, Blackjack® NVRs and NAS devices, 
DW Spectrum® IPVMS for server, mobile and on-camera control. Complete Universal 
HD over Coax® surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor Star-Light Plus™ 
Universal HD over Coax® cameras, VMAX® Universal HD over Coax® DVRs and mobile 
management applications. 
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